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lication of news of any kind was forbidden in
England until 1621, Desmond makes no attempt to illuminate the character of the information process during the “dark ages” when
the inquisitorial process served as the judicial
norm. For in spite of the breadth of his historical ambition, Desmond implicitly defines information in terms of the imperatives of industrial
culture: information is intelligence with a temporal dimension. It is the secret communique
which allows a member of the Rothschild family to make a killing on the London market, or
the scoop delivered by carrier pigeon from the
frigate approaching Boston harbor to managers
CABLENEUHAUSof the daily press anticipating revenue from an
Pennsylvania State University afternoon extra. In short, the information process examined by Desmond is an exchange process essential to and contingent upon the development of a competitive money economy.
Consequently, Desmond regards the American Revolution as the essential turning-point in
The Information Process: World News Re- the emergence of the modern world as well as
porting to the Twentieth Century by in the evolution of the information process.
Robert W. Desmond. Iowa City, Ia.: This perception has a pronounced impact upon
University of Iowa Press, 1978. 495 the narrative structure of the book, which (like
the bibliographic resources upon which it
pages.
relies) is heavily weighted by accounts of the
“How did our ancestors fare before newspa- technological and commercial constituents of
pers existed? What information reached them, war reporting. Desmond defends this emphasis
and by what means? Why did they need and with a quote from Thomas Hardy: “War makes
want information? When did newspapers enter rattling good history, but Peace is poor readthe scene, and who were the persons who made ing.” A skeptic would add, “interests” define
them, and who made it possible for our imme- the interesting, and nations with aspirations to
diate forebearers to receive an effective service empire have a critical interest in developing
of information?’ In search of definitive answers and controlling information resources.
to this battery of questions, Desmond accepts a
Absence of adequate information processes
bibliographic challenge few contemporaries proved particularly costly during the War of
possess the daring or endurance to fill. His nar- 1812. The war officially ended with the signing
rative begins with the emergence of the first of the Treaty of Ghent on December 28, 1814;
durable records of human communication in however, news of the peace did not reach the
5000 B.C. and ends by supplying detailed ros- U.S. until February. The Battle of New Orters of wire service personnel during the Russo- leans, which claimed 2,057 casualties, was
Japanese War. Desmond also makes a laudable, fought ten days after the war ended. From a
but not wholly successful, attempt to escape the news perspective, Desmond reports the Spanusual Anglo- American bias of communications ish-American War has frequently been destudies by adopting a world focus.
scribed as “the most convenient war ever
However, archaeological intrigue holds little fought.” Indeed, he suggests that intense rifascination for Desmond. He moves rapidly (in valry between the New Yorkjournal (owned bv
29 pages) to the invention of the first daily Hearst) and the New York World (owned by
newspaper in seventeenth century Germany. Pulitzer) was instrumental in escalating the
Although he refers briefly to the fact that pub- war. These papers engaged in a spiraling com-

PSAs thus divert energy and alleviate potential
interest which might otherwise conduce to political activity. . . . Consequently, public service advertising helps perpetuate the myth of
individual influence, the illusion of individual
political competence, central to elite dominance and control.”
The book is amply (if not superbly) documented, and it is never forgiving in its hard,
straightforward tone. At the least, it sets out a
creditable case for re-evaluating the composition and the objectives of the widely venerated
Advertising Council.

Essentially an encyclopedist
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petition to provide the most sensational stories
of the brutality of Spanish colonials. The resulting accounts were widely quoted and encouraged development of partisan U.S.sentiment in
favor of Cuban independence. When the
famed artist Frederic Remington, who served
as a foreign correspondent for the Journal, advised Hearst in 1897 that there seemed to be no
war in Cuba at that time and requested permission to leave, Hearst telegraphed back,
“Please remain. You furnish the pictures and
I’ll furnish the War.”
Similarly, the partisan reports transmitted by
the world were so offensive to the Spanish administration that a reward of $10,000 was offered for the capture of its correspondent. The
subsequent detention of the correspondent required intervention by the U.S.Senate. Desmond provides a series of fascinating accounts,
factual and apocryphal, of the ingenuity early
correspondents used to smuggle information
out of war zones. The “rattling good” reading
in Desmond’s book is, indeed, found in these
attempts to recapture the romance of the early
years of internationil reporting.

Desmond is essentially an encyclopedist.
Facts, not ideas, are his element. This is particularly evident in his cavalier treatment of the
problem of objectivity. Although he repeatedly
acknowledges that the idea of objective reporting is recent (post 1860), Desmond does not
seem to have given any serious thought to the
complex epistemological issues it raises. In a
period when these issues are under intense public scrutiny, Desmond affects a stance of studied
naivetC. He dismisses all challenges to news
objectivity with a simple invocation of laissez
faire ideology:

A selection must be made, with decisions as

to what is to be used and what omitted. In a
free press situation, if something is omitted
that a reader seeks it is not omitted for
sinister reasons, but because it was crowded
out by other news.
Desmond describes but seldom analyzes. He is
a “factition” with a penchant for compiling
lists: names of eminent newsmen and their affiliations, names of correspondents assigned to
cover particular battles, casualty lists, patent

ICA Conference Set for May 1-5, 1979
ICA’s 29th Annual Conference will be conducted in the
Ben Franklin Hotel in Philadelphia, PA, May 1-5, 1979.
Traditionally, the conference has featured competitive
paper sessions, plenary sessions, action caucuses, nondivision programs, a limited placement service and
interaction with colleagues in addition to the regular
business meetings of ICA’s eight divisions. Last year ICA
expanded its workshop and shortcourse offerings. All this
and more await you a t the 1979 meeting.
Here are some specific features of the 1979 meeting:
A metric multi-dimensional scaling mini-courseorganized by Nick Stoyanoff and James DinKelacker.
A workshop on the Interdisciplinary Analog Laboratoryconceived by Dr. Elwood Murray, an ICA founder, and
conducted by Judi Brownell.
A oroaram and workshoo on Cultural lndicatorsdeveloped by Annenberg School of Communications‘
George Gerbner and colleagues.
A program.featuring the recent experiences of ICA president-Elect Select Evsrett Rogers’ research in the People’s

Republic of China which will include responses from
Godwin Chu and Tulsi Saral.
A program featuring research conducted by Canadian
ICA members under auspices of the Ontario Royal Commission on Violence in the Communication Industry.
A program featuring the Editors of ICA publications:
HUMAN COMMUNICATION RESEARCH, James McCroskey, THE JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATION, George
Gerbner, and COMMUNICATION YEARBOOK, Dan
Nimmo.
A program on development of communication majors in
the small college.
A program focusing on ICA’s next 20 years as viewed by
some of i t s young leaders.
A memorial program in honor of the late Past President
of ICA, Robert J. Kibler.
Registration materials are available by writing or calling
the ICA Headquarters office: ICA, Balcones Research
Center, 10,100 Burnet Road, Austin, TX 78758/AC 512
8360440, ext. 3061.
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listings, ownership transfers, fluctuations in
telegraph rates, etc. His meticulous attention to
detail has produced a volume which will surely
become a standard reference work within this
specialized area of communications history. His
treatment of the development of the wire services is especially comprehensive. Lists, however, like Hardy’s Peace, make poor reading.
Desmond’s narrative sometimes runs thin due
to his failure to develop a sustaining theoretical
perspective. In consequence, this reader frequently echoed Montesquieu’s complaint:
“The misfortune of certain books is the killing
work one has to do in condensing what the
author took so much trouble to expand.”

SUE CURRY
JANSEN
State University of New York at Bufalo

Loose confederations
Strategies for Communication Research
edited by Paul M. Hirsch, Peter V.
Miller, and F. Gerald Kline. Sage Annual Review of Communication Research, Volume 6. Beverly Hills, Cal.:
Sage Publications, 1977. 283 pages.
The theme of this sixth of the Sage annuals is
strategies-the offering of new methods (sometimes new only to communication researchers)
which promise more powerful or more informative tests of communication theories. This minimally confining boundary has brought us a
loose confederation of thirteen articles divided
into three sections-analysis of mass media organizations, miscellany concerning data collection and modeling, and approaches to the use
of time. They vary in substance, in methods
proposed, in quality and in intelligibility.
Paul Hirsch begins Part I with a typology of
research models in media organizational research and an extensive literature review. H e
argues for linking research in occupational roles
of media workers with both the study of entire
media organizations and comparisons of institutional characteristics within and across media
industries. Throughout he argues for comparability across industries and against assum-
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ing that each is unique. It is a rich article,
perhaps a bit overly so for the 24 pages it is
assigned. It takes some sorting to keep track of
each of the major threads of argument.
Gaye Tuchman argues for the central role of
routine in news organization decisions-and
then for the study of exceptions so as to illuminate the character of that routine. It is a wellargued piece, but perhaps less persuasive then
Tuchman claims. In inferring that “media reports favor the powerful” (admittedly not a
new finding) she looks at a series of cases when
she feels routine forces did not operate. But the
particular cases d o not seem telling. For example, an editor’s tendency to discard a higher
proportion of stories from a civil rights beat
than are routinely discarded from other beats is
used to argue that “professional judgments routinely slight the powerless” (page 55). Without
denying that the inference is true, surely other
explanations rival powerlessness in explaining
that particular case. Inferences from a small
number of cases will always face this risk since
rival hypotheses are eliminated only because
the author can convince hkr audience, without
benefit of statistics, that they are unreasonable.
A second problem of this research strategy is
its inability to separate the question of
“whether” from that of “how much.” Even
were the study of exceptions to convince us of
some causal relation between the norms of professional judgment and tendency to slight the
powerless, it cannot, by its character, tell us
how large the relation is. A technique that only
suggests an event sometimes occurs but cannot
tell us with what probability is not powerful.
Barbara Phillips seeks to contrast social scientists’ objectivity with that of journalists. She
proposes no new method or strategy for research, but by mixing anecdote and survey results attempts to draw a picture of the role of
objectivity in journalism. There are some interesting insights with regard to the pressures on
journalism toward “factual” reporting, but as a
whole the argument does not satisfy. Certainly
she does not wish to argue that superficial factual reporting is equivalent to objective reporting-yet she seems to say that. Also, her treatment of the character of social scientific
objectivity is sketchy. As a result the contrasts
are not convincing.

